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SYMMETRIZATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS AND ITS APPLICATION. II:

LIOUVILLE TYPE PROBLEM IN CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS

BY

KUANG-HO CHEN

ABSTRACT. The symmetrization of distributions corresponding to a bounded

zz — 1  dimensional   C   -submanifold of a   C   -manifold  is constructed.   This device

reduces the consideration of distributions in R" to the one of distributions in  R   ,

i.e. the symmetrized distributions.   Using the relation between the inverse Fourier

transform of a symmetrized distribution and the one of the original (nonsymmetrized)

distribution, we determine the rate of decay at infinity of solutions to a general con-

volution equation necessary to assure uniqueness. Using a result in the division

problem for distributions, we achieve the following result:  If u £ C(R   ) is a solu-

tion of the convolution equation  S * u = /,  f £ 3)(/?"), with some suitable   S £ S (Rn),

then u £ 2)(R"), provided   22  decays sufficiently fast at infinity.

0. Introduction.   The purpose is to solve the Liouville type problem in the con-

volution equations

(0.1) 5*22 = /,       /e3)(R"),

for some class of S £ to'(R"), i.e. what kind of decay of the solutions   u £ C (Rn)

at infinity gives  zz £ £(Rn) or gives unique solution of (0.1).  Here  £(R") and

\a(Rn) ate spaces of  C™(R") and   C'x(Rn) functions with the L. Schwartz topology,

respectively; D (R") and o (R") are the corresponding conjugate spaces (see [9],

[ll]—[13],   [18], [23], [24] or [26]).   About the existence of solutions of equation

(0.1), we can see papers of Leon Ehrenpreis ([4]—[8]), Lars Ho'rmander ([15]—[18]),

B. Malgrange [22], M. I. Visik and G. I. Èskin ([28] and [29]), or Z. Zielezny

([30] and [31]).   The above two questions are solved in Theorems 3.2 and 4.4.   As

consequences from the corollaries of the two theorems, we have the corresponding

results about the Liouville type problem for partial differential equations in [3],

[H] and [20].  To solve the problem, we extend the idea in [3] of the symmetriza-

tion of distributions corresponding to an  72 — 1  dimensional bounded  C°°-manifold

which has no boundary and is imbedded in  R"  to the one corresponding to a bounded

C°°-submanifold of an 72 — 1  dimensional C°°-manifold imbedded in  R™ (in § 1).   We

also derive the properties, which are parallel to those in [3], characterizing a symme-

trized distribution and its inverse Fourier transform (see § 2).
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Essentially, the consideration   of the Liouville type problem for (0.1) with f ¿

0 and with S e E, , k > 0 (i.e. Theorem 4.4) concerns the division problem which has

been solved in different fields, expecially by Leon Ehrenpreis in [4J—[8] and by

Lars Hörmander in [15], [16] and [17].  We make use of the results, in particular, in

[7] and [18].  The author wants to express his thanks to both of them.

The author would like to express his sincere acknowledgement to Professor H.

Toda because of his continuous encouragement, Dr. R. P. Boas and Avner Friedman

because of their helpful advice, and Dr. J. R. Foote, his chairman, because of his

kind help and of the assistance given to the author.

1. Symmetrization of distribution corresponding to a smooth manifold.   Denote

by  K the class of functions  / £ C°°(P") satisfying the following two conditions:

(i) The null set, N(f) = {çf £ R": /(çf ) = O], of / is nonempty;

(ii) grad /(cf ) / 0 for each  çf £ N(f).

For such a function /, we have the Inverse Mapping Theorem recalled as follows:

Theorem 1.1.   Suppose at çf    e N(f),

df(Ç)/df. 4 0    for some  j,   1 < j < n.

Then there is a C°°-diffeomorphism t = Kef), defined by I. = /(çf)  and t' = çf'   with

t   = «,,• • • tt.   ,, /. .j»- • • ft ), which maps a neighborhood U in  R"  of çfn onto a

ball Bi(c   s (,g   , with Kçf0) as the center and   e (çfQ ) as the radius.  Moreover, its

inverse mapping çf = çf(t), defined by çf. = çf.(z"), çf' = t', is also a C^-diffeomorphism.

Hence  N(f) is a C°°-manifold and the volume element zitf in  R" can be expressed

z>(í)

í=í(0

-1

dt = dSq(t)dq    on  Bt(í   )>e(£

where

/■TOI
dS9{t) = ( ^ I )       *'      When   lJ = /{^ = I'

\oç;-   1^=^(0/ '

In general,  for any çfQ £ N(f), we have  z7cf = dSq ■ dq, with   \q\ < e(çfQ), for ail çf e

Uç  . We call  dSq the surface element of  N(f - q).  Here  N(¡ - q) = {çf £R":f($ = q\,

q £ R1.

Let b = (by- • ■ ,bn), b¿ > 0, be a positive finite vector.  Denote by G,   the rec-

tangular set

Gb = {t; £Rn: |£.| < è;,   7=1,---,«}.

Then  N(/) >¿ 0 means there is a sufficiently large vector  b > 0  such that  zV(/) n

Gfe ¡¿0.   By the Inverse Mapping Theorem, for fixed  b > 0, there is a neighborhood
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U¿  of <f for each  <f £ N(f) n G,   on which  C°° local coordinates  exist.   Let  J ,   be

the-union of all such neighborhoods   U ,, tf e /V(/) H Gfc;

v   u   i/,-
zfeN(/)nGfc

Define  zVfc(/ — 9) = /V(/ — q) n Ab, where  J,   denotes the closure of Jfe.   Then using

the arguments in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [3], we have

Lemma 1.1.   For each f £ a with sufficiently large nonnegative finite vector

b, there is a number e > 0 such that N,(/ — q) is a C°°-manifold for each  q £ {— e, e].

Denote by  Ub     the interior of U|„|<f Nb(f — q).  If e> 0 is small enough, by

the Heine-Borel Theorem, there is a finite number of points, say  <f!., in

U|ff|<f N ¿if — q)\UA , and a neighborhood  U   ,-   of each zf0 corresponding to the

disk  6      ,■        which satisfy Theorem 1.1 with  some sufficiently small z5 > 0, such
z(io).?

ijiv    (z^       " "   b,e-"~rm-  -^

¡k  6      j        which satisfy Theorem 1.1 with  s
z(ío).s

that  \U   i \ forms an open covering of   (J|»|<f N¡,if ~ tf) Wz,. f   Wltn this  8, let

U    flfc(/-?)\Uf*f    (¿0)
Í <f/3 \ 2       ?(,

■

be denoted by  W,      j.  Similarly, there is a*finite number of points  ¿p  in

V b f\Uz "ti   and a set of neighborhoods   U   ;  of zf7  such that \U-j\ forms an open

covering of  U,  All   í/^¿.  Hence, St/*,-} U [[/   J forms an open covering of ?..
_.. °'€ i      €0 SO f
Define

"'•Ht1 Mn u
b,e/2'

from this definition it follows that  Nbif - q) = A/(/ — z?) n Vfe     is a C°°-manifold for

each  z? £ {- e, e], and the three open sets  Wb     s, Vb (, Ub     satisfy  Wfe     g C V¿ f;

Vfe f C Ufe       Let  )£s, y,  be two functions in 2)(R"') such that  0 < xs < 1, Y    =1

on W&     g, Supp y,. C V6 f, and such that 0 < x¡ < L  Y; = 1  on  V¿ f and Supp y, C

Ub.e  '

Definition   1.1.   For each  cfe £ L^R"), set

if M >f ;

^*>(í)

Y,(^(fc)(/(£))   itt£Ube,

0    if Ç </U,     .' b, e
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We call cpa(-b'> the symmetrization of cp corresponding to the manifold NAf) (in the

function sense). For any distribution T £ S)'(Rn) with Supp T C V, (, we define the

symmetrization   Ta^   ' of T corresponding to the  manifold NAf) as follows:

(T°"(fe), <f>) = (T, cpaib)),       cie3)(R").

The arguments in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [3] are similarly applicable here to

show that the above definitions are meaningful.   Further, since  y. = 1 on  Supp T,

the definition of  TCT'   ' is independent of the choice of Y .

The symmetrization defined here corresponds to a bounded  C   -submanifold

N,(/) of the C°°-manifold  N(f).   This idea is more general and practicable than the

definitions of symmetrization in [3], in which the manifold  N(f) needed to be bounded.

Definition 1.2   Let the Dirac-measures  (D"8)Af) on  7V,(/) be defined as follows:

((Dh8)b(f), cp) = (Dh8, </>*»),       cp £ 2)(R"),

where  8 is the Dirac-measure in  R  .

With the change in the corresponding notation  in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in

[3], we have

Theorem 1.2.   Let v be a distribution with support contained in N,(f) with f £

K..   Then its symmetrization 72er'   ' corresponding to NAf) is a linear combination

of Dirac-measures on NAf)

v<™ =       ¿2     Ch(Dh8)b(f)    with Ch = {^-\  (v,Xlfh).
0<h<n hi

2. The Fourier transform of symmetrized distributions.

Definition 2.1. Let E be a class of all the distributions S £ &'(R") such that

their Fourier transforms S belong to A, thus satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii); let

E, , 0 < k < 72, be a subclass of E consisting of all S £ E which satisfy the condi-

tion

(iii) At each point of N(S) at least k of the 72 — 1 principal curvatures of the

manifold  N(S) ate different from zero.

Since  S £ &'(R") has compact support, S(tf) can be extended into an entire

function   S (çf + irf), and then the  above definition is meaningful.   From the defini-

tions of  (77,)  in  [3], the main difference between  E, and (77,) is the requirement that

N(P) is bounded if  P £ (n^).  Incidentally, (77^) is a proper subclass of  E,   for each

k and there is at least a polynomial in E,   for each  n > k > 0.

With arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in   [3],   we have

Lemma 2.1.   For every S £ E      n> k> 0, a77a" for each sufficiently large posi-

tive vector b, there is an e > 0 such that for each  \q\ < e, NAS — q) satisfies the

condition (iii).
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Let the constant e > 0 satisfy the assertions in Lemmas 1.1 and 2.1 and let

Ebix, O = xsi¿¡)eix'e.  Then for each x £ R", we have defined E^b\x, ■ ) and the

symmetrization   EY    \x, •) of EAx,-) corresponding to the manifold  N b(S).

For a given unit vector co £ R"  and fixed number  q,   \q\ < e, there are finite

number of points p.iq, co) on NbiS — q) at which the normal of Nfc(5 — q) is co pro-

vided k = n — 1.   In case  0 < k < n — I, the situation is no more true.   There is a

compact set A  of points on  N AS — q) satisfying the property if co is in the direc-

tion of the normal of N,(í — q) in  A.   By the Heine-Borel Theorem, there are finite

number of points  p. with small neighborhoods  Í7. which form a covering of A.  By

partition of unity, there are  cfe. £ C°? (R"),  0 < cfe. < 1,   supp cfe . C U. and  X efe. = 1

on A.  Let us denote by d + (p.(q, cAi) and d_((q, co))  the number of the positive and

the negative corresponding principal curvatures, respectively.  We want to remark

that, in case  0 < k < n — 1,   U. can be chosen such that d (p.(q, co)) and d_(p.(q, co))

depend only on   U. and are independent of the choice of p .(q, co) £ U..   The details

appear in the appendix.

Theorem 2.1.   With sufficiently small number e > 0, for each q,   \q\ < e, and

unit vector u> £ Rn  in the direction of the outward normal of N(S) at points in N(S)

n Supp Xs, where the number of nonzero principal curvatures is k,

E«b\\x\o>, q)

x £ (1 + if »*■'"»(X - r >W* W))Cs   .(q, cAexpUpiq, J • co\x\\
s, 7 2

7

with some   C    .(q, co), which is   \K(p.(q, oj))|-1'2 when  k = n — 1, where the sum-

mation is a finite sum and K(<f ) is the Gaussian curvature of N(S) at <f.

Lemma 2.2.   Let S £ E    with the largest k and let WAx, y) be the inverse

Fourier transform 5_1ÍE¿U, )|(y)  of Ea(b)(x, ).   Then for a sufficiently small

number e > 0 satisfying the assertions in Lemmas 1.1 and 2.1,

Vb(x, y)=  ^Eb\x,q)Eb%y,q)dq

and, for any integer p > 0,

Wb(\x\o, \y\co')=0(\x\-p-k/2\y\p-k/2{\x\ + |y|]-M

when  (|x|cd, |y|d)') —* *>  272 the direction (u>, co').   Here co, co'  are any pair of unit

vectors in  R"  if k = n — 1  and are a pair of unit vectors in Q,, which is £l(q) in

Theorem 1.2 which is independent of q with  \q\ < e if k < n — 1.
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With arguments similar to those in the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 in

[3], we have the result.   Using arguments similar to those used in the proofs of

Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 in [3], we have the following two theorems.

Theorem 2.2.   With S   £ E  ,  k > 0, let v be the Fourier transform of a distribution

u £ -D'(R") with support contained in  W,      *.   Then the inverse Fourier transform  afc

of the symmetrization vŒ ^   ' corresponding to  zV,(S)  can be expressed in the form

«fcW-   fRn u(y)Wb(y, x)dy.

Here  W Ay, x) is as in Lemma 2.2 and W,      g  is constructed in Definition 1.1 with

f = S with small e > 0 and 8 > 0.

Theorem 2.3.   Let the support of the Fourier transform  v of a.distribution  u £

S)(Rn)  be contained in  N AS ),  S £ E,   with largest k (O < k < n) and let  a,   be the

inverse Fourier transform of the symmetrization v   (' of v corresponding to NAS).

Then when x —> 00,

u,(x) = 0( xl—   )     uniformly in direction,
b '   ' ' J

uA\x\co) j/- 0(\x\~~  )    for some unit vectors co,  if k = n - 1,

for some d < k/2, provided a,  / 0; 072 the other hand, when x —»00,

ub(x)= o(\x\"-1-k-b)     if u(x) = o(\x\-b),   b>0.

Lemma 2.3.   Under the conditions of Theorem 1.3, we  have a(0) = a, (0).

Indeed, its proof is in the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [3].

Remark.   Since the arguments in the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are not

applicable for the case  k = 0, especially  in the concerned integrations, we exclude

the case in the statements.   On the other hand, there are some special geometric

meanings for this case.   We will discuss it in the next paper.

3. An application of the symmetrization.   Since the convolution of distributions

possesses a very  nice property (3.2) about translation in coordinates, we are

discussing the translation  invariance of solutions to convolution equations

(3.1) a = 0.

With  77 £ R" and any function  a, we denote by  a     the translation of  a by 77

defined as  a   (çf ) = a(çf — 77).

Definition 3.1.   Let  T £ T'(R") be a distribution.  Define its translation  T     by

77 £ R" as follows:  (T^, d>) = (T, cp^), cp £ %Rn).

Then if  a * v is well defined for two distributions  a and  v in  3)'(P") we have

(3.2) a^  * v = (u * v)    = a * v   .
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Lemma 3.1.   If S £ é'(P") and if a e j)'(R") is a solution of the convolution

equation (3.1), then its translation u     with any  r) £ R"  is a solution of the equa-

tion (3.1).

Proof.   It is well known M that  T *8=T = <5 *T,  T £ î)'(Rn).  Then by com-

pactness of Supp <3     and  Supp S, (3.2) yields

S * a    = [8 * S] * uv = 8     * [S * a] = 07 * 0 = 0 ,        77 £ Rn.

Hence for each  77 £ R",  u     is a solution of (3.1) if  a  is.   This completes the proof.

By this lemma, we want to discuss a uniqueness property of homogeneous convolu-

tion equations (2.1).

Lemma 3.2.   Let S £ E      ,  be a distribution and u be a solution of the convolu-
72—1 '

77072 equation (2.1).   Then  a = 0  if u(x) = o(|x|      ) with d > (72 — l)/2 when x —► 00.

Before proving the lemma, we recall some properties from Avner Friedman [9]

about convolutions which are needed later.

Definition 3.2.  Let O denote the topological space either b(R") or -D(ß") and

$    denote its conjugate space.  We say that a distribution  a £ 3>    convolves with 4>

if, for any ça £ í>,   a * cp(x) = a * çS_    = (a(y), cf>(y + x)) belongs to  $ and the mapping

cp —» a * cp is a continuous mapping from $ into  $.

Theorem 3.1. Let g(x), h(x) be functionals in b'(Rn) of function type and

suppose that g convolves with b(Rn) and that the classical convolution g ®h

exists as a function k(x) in b'(Rn).  If

f        f      \b(x)giy -x)<piy)\ dxdy < + «.
~ R "       Rn

for all cp £ b(R"), then the convolution g*h  in the distribution sense is just g®h.

Proof of Lemma 3.2.   Taking the Fourier transform on both sides of the con-

volution equation (3.1), we have  S • u = 0.   Then  Supp S C N(S).  For any sufficiently

large finite nonnegative vector b, let k,   £ JU(R") he a function such that   1 > k, > 0,

Supp k, C Wb ( 5 which is constructed in §1.  Hence

(3.3) S • (ÙKh) = 0.

Let  vb  and  Kb  he the inverse Fourier transforms of  z?k,   and  k, , respectively.

Therefore  vb = a * k&, and by (3.3), vb is a solution of the convolution of (3.1).

Theorem 3.1 implies  a * 77 = a©Kfe.  Then by  k,  e S(P"), when x —, 00,  72, (x) =

o(|x|—  ).   Let  a be the symmetrization of v, = âz<,   corresponding to the mani-

fold  Nb(S) and  a^  be its inverse Fourier transform J~{ûa^'\.  Hence Theorem

2.3 implies  afe(x) = o(\x\"~l~k~d) when  x —* °°j on the other hand,  if  a, ?¿ 0,

ub(x) = 0(|x|'fe) and  a&(x) / o(\x\~b),  b < (n - l)/2, when x -» «..  Since  of >

(72 - l)/2,  72-l-2fe-^<-(77- l)/2 < -b.  Hence  a& = 0.  Lemma 2.3 yields
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22, (O) = zz, (O) and then vAO) = 0. Therefore this and Lemma 3.1 imply vAx) = 0  for

any x £ Rn and any large  b.   Thus   u = 0.   This completes the proof.

All the previous discussion from §1 is a kind of preparation to prove the con-

sequences we will get here, although each of the preceding results has its own

interest.  We discuss  now the uniqueness problem.

We consider the distribution S £ fe'(R")  satisfying the following two conditions:

(I) There is a factor @ of S such that  Nie) / 0.

(II) For each irreducible factor @ of S such that  N(& ) / 0, @ e S
72— 1

Theorem   3.2.   The function u = 0  is the only solution, in the distribution sense,

of (3.1) such that  u £ C(R") and u(x) = o(\x\'d),  d > (n - l)/2, when %—>«..

Proof.   Since   5 £ &'(R") means  Supp S compact, its Fourier transform  S is an

entire function of finite exponential type.   Then we can write  S in the form S =

SQ Ylx<.<   {S.] ',  r > 1; and therefore

(3.4)

where

s0 * n is.
1<,<7

r •

[ 5 .]J = S .*•••* S.    with r. factors,

*

l</<7

S. £ E,   ,  0 < k. < 72,  / = 1,- • • , r, with  N(S.) distinct from each other; k =
'       y * c *    i

min^^ k.; and  SQ £ &'(R") with  N(SA = 0.   Taking the Fourier transform on both

sides of the equation (3.1), we have  5-5=0.  Hence  Supp û C N(S).  Assume   zz ¿ 0,

then  Supp zz /= 0.   There is a sufficiently large finite nonnegative vector  b = ib.,

• • • , b )  such  that Supp û DGb / 0.  Let the function   Kb £ JJÍRn) be with support

in  Gb    , e> 0,   1 > K, > 0 and z<, = 1 on G,.  Then with k, e §(R") as the inverse Fourier

transform of  z<,, we have  S • ¿zk, = 0 and S * zz, = 0 with vb = u * k, .   Since  v, =

zzK,   e 3)(R"),  v,   e o(R").   And by Theorem 3.1, zz © «b = u * k, .   From the approxi-

mation in the integral expression of  u * k, , by  zz £ C(R"), we see that  v, ix) =

o(|x|      ) when  x—> °o.

(Remark.   If N(S) is bounded, i.e. N(S.) ate bounded, / = 1, • • • , r, then we choose

the  b so large that  N(S) C G,.   Therefore we can  see that   v, = zz, and the argument

up to now is not necessary.)

On the other hand,

S * vb = J      {S • (zÎk, )i

= 3:-Mf. (s¿K¿).«! = sr*/

with S' = S/S    (it makes sense,   since  S    and 5    are entire functions) and / =

A~  \iS^ kA. û\.  Then since the Fourier transform f of f has compact support and
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is in  ë'(R"), f(x) is an analytic function; moreover, f(x) is a solution of  S^ */ = 0,

S   £ E      ,.  However, f = (S ' k,) • u.  Since the inverse Fourier transform S    of S     £
r n— 1 C*    *

ë'(P") is analytic on  P   , S' kb belongs to  3)(P").  Hence with the same arguments

for iz,,  /(x) = î~ Mi' /<èî * a(x)   and /(x) = o(|x|~¿) when  x —» <*>.   Further, d >n -

1 - (72 - 1)72 > (72 - 0/2.   Lemma 3.2 yields  / = 0.

Eventually we arrive at

s' „v. .f-Hs' ■ (£,S)\ = 3-H(S'k,)- a1 = /=0.
r v r b r   o

Repeating the above arguments, ^Lx<.<r r. times,  we conclude  SQ*vb = 0.  But

by  taking  the  Fourier tranform on both  sides,   Supp v,   C   N(S A = 0;   that is,

Supp (SkA = 0 for any finite nonnegative vector b. This contradicts Supp u /= 0. Hence a = 0.

Remark.   If we let S = P(D)8,  D   = - id/dx,  as an application, with differen-

tial polynomial   P(D), we see that the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 are just for partial

differential equations.   And all the corresponding results in Walter Littman [20]

and K. Chen [3] follow from them.

4. Liouville type problems.   We want to consider the problem:  What kind of decay

at infinity for a solution  a of the convolution equation

(4.1) S * a = /,        f £ 3)(P"),

gives a £ MR") for some S 6 3j'(R")? This shall be answered by a criterion appear-

ing later, which, as we mentioned in the Introduction, essentially reduces to a form

of the division problem (see [4] to [8] by Leon  Ehrenpreis, [16] and [17] by Lars

Hörmander).

For the need in the proof of the criterion, we give some preliminary preparation

here.  Using the usual definition (see [2]) of an irreducible function with 72 variables,

we see that the proof of a result in F. Trêves [25, p. 107]   (or [3]) gives the follow-

ing extended

Theorem 4.1.   Let G be an irreducible entire function in the class   K and V be

the set of zeros of G(z) in C".  Let F be an entire function on  C".

Assume that the function  F/G defined in C" — V can be extended, as a holo-

morphic function, to an open set Q  intersecting  V; then  F/G can be extended to

C"  as an entire function.

We  recall, further,  some idea from Leon Ehrenpreis [7] (see also [17]) as follows:

Definition 4.1.   Let  S £ &'(R"); then the function  S  is called slowly decreasing

if there exists a  positive number a  such that for each point çf £ Rn we can find a

point  j] £ R"  satisfying   |çf - 771 < a log (1 + |çf|) and   |S(r/)| > (a + \r¡\)-a.  The dis-

tribution  S is then called  invertible.

Theorem 4.2   (Leon Ehrenpreis [7]).   The following two properties for S £

&'(R") are equivalent:
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(a) S  is invertible.

(b) For any entire function G, if the inverse Fourier transform J~  \SG\ of

SG  is in 3)(Rn), then f~H<S\ £ 3)(Rn).

Let the distribution  S £ ë'(R") satisfy the condition (I) and  let the inverse

Fourier transform 0 of every irreducible factor ® of its Fourier transform  S, such

that  zV(@) / 0, be in  E.  Therefore it can be written in the form of (3.4), i.e.

(4.2) S = S0 *     Il    [ S.t>

with some integers  r> 1,   r. > 1,  / = 1,. • .,r, where  S. £ E and invertible with the

N(S.) distinct from each other.

For each tf    e N(S), there are integers pQ,   1 < p0 < r and   1 < z, <• • •<za„ - T

such that

U*"it...i   s  n   N{si]

and  zf g ^ N(Sf) if  i / iy- • • , i        Since  Sf. e E, by Theorem 1.1 (i.e. the Implicit

Mapping Theorem), there is a neighborhood  1/,    .   of <fn  such that  dS.  (<f l/dcf   /  0
5 O'1)' u 2;

on  UA     . , with some  integer  v = i/(z'.),   1 < v < n, and there is a C°°-diffeomorphism
so»«/ z

¿ = z(<f): zv= S. (<f),  z"¿ = <f¿,   2^1/ such that /(<f) maps   U¿     ..    onto a neighbor-

hood of z(<f0) and whose inverse mapping is  <f = <f(r): <f (r) e C°° locally and  tf'  =

f .  For any  cfe £ C^iR"), we can define on   Uc
1    ^ CO.«/

D* cfeiO a Dh(   cfeitx, - - - , tv_x, ev(t), tv+1, - - - , tN
; v |Z=ztg J

Then on  (i,    = H, <-.<•"    UA     . ,
SO 157^^0      SO.«;

V„
Vq

is meaningful.   Now  we mention the criterion below.

Theorem 4.3.   Let the inverse Fourier transform S. of each  irreducible factor

S., j = 0, • • • , r, of S such that  ÑÍS .) / 0   be invertible.   The necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the existence of a solution u  in 3)(R")  to the convolution

equation (4.1) are the following:

For each £Q e N(S), with the corresponding integers  p: 1 < p <r,  i.: 1 < z. <

• • • < i ,,< r and neighborhood U c  , on  U /■   DA/.   ......
z^- ö so so « 1 «ZJ.
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Dh^...DhAmf\](o = o
1 ß ' 1

with 0 < h.. < s ,„ 0 < b. < s.,  Kj<p.
—    p.       /j-      —7—7       —       '

Proof.   The arguments for the necessity are the same as the corresponding part in

the proof of the criterion in [3].  Next, we assume the conditions.   Consider the

equation (4.1) with  S = S      Taking the Fourier transform, we have  S ^ • a = /,  f £

j)(R").  By the arguments in  [3] with the Trêves' Theorem replaced by Theorem 4.1,

we see that the function f Az) = f(z)/S.(z) is an entire function on   C.  Since then

y-Hfji.jl a ?"■•$ = / e$(R")  and  S{  is invertible, Theorem 4.2 yields  f1 =

j    l{fA e 5X/?").  On the other hand, S   * /   = /.  It is seen that f l  satisfies the con-

ditions with  r.  replaced by  7. — 1.   Repeating the above argument, just similar to

the proof in \A\, we have some  a £ j)(R") which is a solution of the equation (4.1).

This completes the proof.

As an application of the criterion, we answer the question raised at the begin-

ning of this section.

Theorem 4.4   Let  S be the distribution in Theorem 4.3-   If u £ C(R")  is a solu-

tion of the convolution equation (4.1) such that when x —► 00

(4.3) a(x)= o(\x\~d),       d>(n-l)/2,

then a £ 3)(Rn).

Corollary.   With S = P(D) *8, 8 being the Dirac-measure in  R", the solution a

of the partial differential equation P(D)u = /, / e 3)(R"), is in ®(R")  if a £ C(Rn)

and satisfies the condition (4.3) when x —> «¡.

Indeed, the corollary follows from the theorem directly since it is easily checked

that a polynomial  is slowly decreasing.  With Theorem 3.2 and the criterion replac-

ing the corresponding theorems in the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [3] we have the proof

of the theorem.

Remark.   The corresponding assertions in [3] or in [20] are subsequences of the

corollary.

Before the end of this paper, we want to recall

Theorem 4.5 (Lars Hó'rmander [17]). Assume that S £ &'(Rn) is not invertible.

To every compact set K in R" with interior points one can then find a continuous

function tf> with support in  K such that S * d) £ C°?(R  ) but cp  is not in  C .

This implies that the assumption, i.e. the inverse Fourier transform S. of each

irreducible factor S. of S is invertible, of Theorem 4.4 is sufficient. For f = S * cp

£ %Rn).  But Theorem 4.4 yields  tp e 3)(P").   This contradicts  0 d C1.
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5.   Appendix.   For S £ E,, let  p be a smooth density function with bounded

support on  NiS) such that the set Nk of points  p on  N(S) n supp p, at which there

are exactly  k nonzero principal curvatures of N(S), is not empty.   Denote by  ü^  the

unit (outward) normals  31 (p) of N(S)  at p £ Nk.

For a given unit vector co which is not orthogonal to all vectors in Í2, , say

3l(p) for some p £ N. (under the rotation we can assume that co = (0, • • • , 0, l)),

there is a neighborhood   U of p  of which each point can be expressed by

£=(£',^(föo))  withr^,...,^),

where  cf i¿¡', 0) is an analytic function of <f'.   By Taylor's formula, we have

f.tf'j0) = ¿>>+ êracV £>> • ?' + ̂ àiMi+ 0(|í|3)-

Since  0 = Sic;', ÇJÇ, 0)), for   / = 1, • ■ • , 72 - 1,   ¿fB(p)/c£y = - S.(p)/Sn(p), where

Sl(0 = dS(¿J)/dc;l, 1=1,..., 22,

(5.1) £(£',0) = cf (p)--L-   "¿  ?.(/>)£.+ 2>"£-£-+°(|rÎ|3).72 =zz  r c;   Z^\     ¿-^      7 r ^7       ^^    iJ^t^J lbl

zz  ^       /=!

Denoted by

(5-2) f(¿') = £<**, 0) - £ (p) +-J- V   S.(p)f.

Then by a Morse Lemma, with  s.  at the direction of the /th nonzero principal curva-

ture of  N(S) at p and suitable choice of coordinates  77 = (s, t),  s = (s .,••• ,sA,

t = ivk + v---,vn_l),

k

(5-3) /(£'(«))=£ A;(/)S;2

7 = 1

and the Jacobian  /(<f, 7/) of the transform  <f —» 27 is   1  at  p.   On a sufficiently small

neighborhood, say   U of p,   |/(cf, 27)! > &  Let  <p £ C™ill) be with support in

iç = ç(s, /) e (7,   |/| < e\ fot some number  e > 0.   Since principal curvatures are con-

tinuous, we can assume that on   U the nonzero principal curvatures do not vanish

and do not change sign.   Then we set  d~  to be the numbers of positive  and nega-

tive principal curvatures of NiS)  on   U, respectively, and let  X-Aij) be the product

of the  k principal curvatures.   Then we have the following approximation.

Lemma 5.1.   For x= \x\co  approaching infinity,
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(5.4)

fN(f) e>*-tp(0cp(0dS(0

= (l \x\~)  k/2(i + i)d\l - i)ä'exp{i\x\^(p)\

+ 0(|x|-^ + 1)/2)

where dS is the area element on the manifold N(S) and

(5-5) ,*,(/) = ^WW-l)ji=!0i/t(0, t)\1/2.

Proof.   By the assumption, x • çf = |x|çf      and then,following from the formulas

(5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), we have

Í72-1 k \

f>) -j±-r Z    %Wfc> t) + Z ifUkn-

Hence the integral in the left-hand side of (5.4) can be written as follows:

f   7   elx ■ ZpifrpiÇ) dS(0 = exp \i\x\£(p)\ 1  ,      ty(\x\, t)dt,
JN(S) n \l\^(

where

ty(\x\, t) = Ss exp h\x\ ¿ A;(í)s;2( yj(s, t)ds

with

if/(s,t) = p(0<f>iOM,r])\ exp

72-1

S  (p)      ,

£ Sip^is, t)

For each fixed  /, by the arguments in W. Littman [19] arid [20] for the case of non-

zero Gaussian curvature, when   |x| —> <x>,

ty(\x\,t) = (^\x\-f/2(l + i)d + (l-i)
ip(0, t)

K(Q,/)]l/2
+ 0(1*1- ^+1>/2)_

Therefore we have the assertion of the theorem.

For the various directions  co of x = |x|a> near 5t(p) £ ÍÍ, , we have the follow-

ing approximations at infinity with support near  p.
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Corollary 5.1.   For co in the direction of 31(p),

(5.7) \pcfefi\x\eo) = cip)\x\-k/2e2'x^-p + 0(|x|~(fe + 1)/2)    when  \x\ — «..

Indeed, cu in the direction of 3t(p) yields  S (p) = 0, / = 1, • • • , 72 — 1, in the

left-hand side of the formula (5.4).  Hence the integrand is independent of   \x\  and

then we have the assertion by (5.5) implying

cip) = (^)k/2il + l)d\l-i)d~ ■   SU\<(Pxit)dt.

Corollary 5.2.   For co far away from the direction of 3i(p)  but not orthogonal to

(5.8) \pcfe\~ i\x\eo) = Oi\x\~d)    when\x\—>°c

for any number d > 0.

Indeed, since co is not orthogonal to 3c(p), S ip) / 0 in (5.4) and, since co is

not in the direction of 3l(p), there is a /', / = 1, • • - , 72 — 1, S .(p) / 0. The integra-

tion by parts in the integral of the right-hand side of (5.4) gives the assertion.

Theorem 5.1.   For a S £ E,   07223? density function p with compact support on

N(S) and Q,k / 0,

(5.9) p~(x)=0(\x\-k/A    whenx-^oc,

uniformly in the direction.
1 7

Proof. For the result in (5.10) consider first that the unit vector co is orthogo-

nal to Q,k.  We claim that, for some  b > (k + l)/2,

(3-10) pA[\x\eo)=0(\x\-b)    when   |x| _ ~.

Indeed, for convenience we assume  co = (O, • • • , 0, l).   If co £ ÍÍ , for some  d > k,

fot each p £ N¿ with 3t(p) = co, Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 imply that   [p<p]  (|x|&>) sat-

isfies (5.1) where  supp cfe is contained in a small neighborhood of p.  Next if co is

orthogonal to  Q,d for all  d = k, • • • , n - 1, it is impossible that  S.(<f) = 0 for all

;' / 72  (and then  S^tf ) / 0 by condition (ii)), since  to = (O, • • • , 0, l)  is perpendicular

to all  3t(<f ) = grad S(¿;)/|grad S(tf )|.   Hence there is  j,   1 < / < 22 - 1, say / = 1  for

p £ NiP), such that  S xip) / 0.  Choosing  cfe £ C™(Rn) with support near p  on which

|S,(<f)| > 14, we have, by Theorem 1.1,

iaw^irfW'ßtf)[pep]   i\x\co)=   -zN(s)rw

pcfe
f.  exphVlcfJ -^ (^(0, e), ?)dc;' = 0(1*1-*)   when   |*|
£ sx
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for any  v > 0.  Hence the compactness of supp p and the partition of unity yield the

claim of (5.10).

From this and Corollary 5.2, it suffices to consider the direction  co £ il,.   For

a point  p £ N,   with  3Kp) = co, Lemma 5.1 implies the existence of 0 with support

in a small neighborhood of p such that (5.7) holds.  By  Nk   compact, there is a

finite number of points  p. and functions  cp. which form the partition of unity with

respect to  N,     and satisfy (5.7) with </> = dj.,  d~~ = d~(p), p = p ., and  c(p) = c(p .).
R. j j j j

Let cp    £ C"q°(P"),  0 < c/>q < 1  and  !<p0, (f>.} form a partition of unity corresponding

to supp p.  Since  5t(çf ),  çf £ supp c/Sq, is far away from co,  {pcf>Q\    satisfies (5.8) with

31(çf ) either perpendicular, or not, to co, by the last claim or Corollary 5.2.   There-

fore we have, when   |x| —> oo,

pT{\x\v) =    di*!"1)*'2 J^e(Pj) exp{i\x\co-P]\ + 0(\x\-(k+^/2).
j

This ends the proof of the theorem.
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